SOLUTIONS FOR

Waste container
manufacturers

At PPG, we understand that coatings for waste containers
need to be tough enough to take a beating in severe
environments. We also realize that prolonged exposure to
waste and dirt makes containers difficult to recoat quickly.
That’s why PPG TRUEFINISH® industrial coatings has
developed fast-drying, direct-to-metal coatings that offer
rust resistance and good adhesion, making them ideal for
new or refurbished containers. These tough products will
help you coat or recoat your assets and get them into the
field quickly.
Personalized solutions
With our vast portfolio of liquid, powder and pretreatment
technologies, your local PPG TrueFinish specialist will work closely
with your operation to offer solutions that meet your everyday
challenges. Based on your unique requirements, we can provide
solutions that deliver:
• Single-component, fast-drying formulations that
aid in quick turnaround
• Low-VOC, rust-inhibitive protection
• Direct-to-metal application
• Recoatability over marginally prepared substrates
• Water reduction and cleanup
• Options in thirteen popular colors
Local availability and service
We combine our innovative technologies with a local sales and service
team that works directly with your business. Your local team can provide
quick custom color matching and a local stocking program so you have
the products you need, when you need them.

Coatings for
Dumpsters
Waste containers

Our relationships with global leaders in waste container manufacturing
have led to world-class technologies engineered to help protect against
the most aggressive threats your products will encounter. The following
market-proven solutions are formulated to provide operational versatility
while delivering the quality your customers have come to expect.
Recommended Topcoat
Aquacron 440 Series
This direct-to-metal, single-component, fast-drying alkyd enamel coating offers good
exterior durability, strong hardness and abrasion resistance. Its durability can be
increased when used with a compatible primer.

Recommended Primer
Aquacron 834 Series
This industrial shop primer provides an economical option for manufacturers
and custom coaters who need robust protection in corrosive environments.
Available in Gray and Red Oxide.

Aquacron 440 topcoat is available in 13 standard colors
Color

Aquacron 440
Veolia Blue

MV440K2184

WM Yellow

MV440K2185

Container Blue

MV440K2186

WM New Green

MV440K2187

Ford Blue

MV440K2188

WM Brown

MV440K2189

Burgundy

MV440K2190

Mack Green

MV440K2191

Brown

MV440K2192

Container Red

MV440K2193

Allied Blue

MV440K2194

Black

MV440K2195

Bright Green

MV440K2196

The color chips in this selector cannot be considered totally accurate color matches, and are not to be used as
approved standards. Please contact a PPG representative for additional information.
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Our product lines
SPECTRACRON®
Coatings
Formulated with advanced
resin technologies, our
solvent-based liquid
primers and topcoats range
from quick dry enamels to
innovative, two-component
urethanes. These products
create excellent surface
protection over a variety of
metal and plastic substrates.
AQUACRON®
Coatings
Presenting strong
substrate protection where
flammability and solvent
exposure issues are critical,
these waterborne primers
and topcoats can offer
reduced VOC emissions
compared to solvent-based
coatings without sacrificing
quality or performance.
ENVIROCRON®
Coatings
With an in-stock library of
over 500 color formulations,
a wide range of specialty
effects and ultra-durable
solutions available, our
powder coatings line
provides consistently
powerful protection.
Pretreatment and
Specialty Coatings
The ultimate quality of a
finish depends on how well
the substrate is prepared.
Our pretreatment product
line is designed to clean
and coat a variety of metal
substrates under a wide
variety of temperatures.

